Linear systems with structures such as Toeplitz-, Vandermonde-or Cauchy-likeness can be solved in O˜(α 2 n) operations, where n is the matrix size, α is its displacement rank, and O˜denotes the omission of logarithmic factors. We show that for Toeplitz-like and Vandermonde-like matrices, this cost can be reduced to O˜(α ω−1 n), where ω is a feasible exponent for matrix multiplication over the base field. The best known estimate for ω is ω < 2.38, resulting in costs of order O˜(α 1.38 n). We also present consequences for Hermite-Padé approximation and bivariate interpolation.
INTRODUCTION
Structured linear algebra techniques are a versatile set of tools. They enable one to deal at once with matrices with features such as Toeplitz, Vandermonde or Cauchy-likeness, and that arise in various problems, from interpolation to reconstruction of rational or algebraic functions, etc.
Following [21] , the usual way of measuring to what extent a matrix possesses one such structure is through its displacement rank, that is, the rank of its image through a suitable displacement operator. For P and Q in respectively K n×n and K m×m , where K is our base field, we will use the displacement operator
Two matrices (Y, Z) in K n×α × K m×α will be called a P, Qgenerator of length α for A if Δ[P, Q](A) = Y Z t . The main idea behind algorithms for structured matrices is to use such generators as a compact data structure, in cases Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. when Δ[P, Q](A) has low rank. Even though these definitions hold for rectangular A, in most of the paper, except Subsection 4.1, we have n = m.
Usual choices for P or Q are diagonal matrices, or cyclic down-shift matrices of size n, defined for ϕ in K by Zn,ϕ = The Toeplitz structure corresponds to P = Zn,0 and Q = Z In this paper, we consider the following task: LinearSystem(P, Q, α): Given a P, Q-generator of length α for a matrix A ∈ K n×n , with α ≤ n, and given v ∈ K n , find a uniform random solution to the equation Au = v, or determine that none exists.
This problem makes sense only when the operator Δ[P, Q] is invertible: this will be the case in our two cases of focus, Toeplitz-like and Vandermonde-like matrices. Previous work then yielded the following kind of results: for the Toeplitz, Vandermonde and Cauchy structures, one can solve the problem LinearSystem using O˜(α 2 n) operations in K, where the O˜notation hides logarithmic factors.
When α is constant, such estimates are optimal up to logarithmic factors. However, there are several situations where α is not bounded a priori (see examples below). In the extreme case of very loosely structured matrices, when α goes up to α n, the cost above becomes O˜(n 3 ). On the other side of the spectrum, we find dense linear algebra methods. Let ω < 3 be such that n×n matrices over K can be multiplied in O(n ω ) operations (the current record estimate is ω < 2.38 [10] ). Then, linear systems of size n can be solved in time O(n ω ), using e.g. LSP factorization [20] ; with ω < 3, this is better than the above O˜(n 3 ) estimate. Our contribution bridges a gap between the approaches of structured and dense linear algebra, in the case of Toeplitzlike and Vandermonde-like matrices. The algorithms rely on polynomial multiplication; we will thus denote by M : N>0 → R>0 a function such that polynomials in K[x] of degree less than d can be multiplied in M(d) operations. We make the standard super-linearity assumption that
; see [16, Chapter 8] . Using [38, 9] , one can take
Using [9] , polynomial matrices over K of degree less than d and size n can be multiplied in O(M(d)n ω ) operations in K. The algorithms are probabilistic; to simplify the presentation, we will say that an algorithm has type P (r, d) if it chooses r random elements in K, say 1, . . . , r , and if there exists a non-zero polynomial Γ ∈ K[L1, . . . , Lr] of degree at most d such that if Γ( 1, . . . , r ) = 0, the algorithm succeeds. It follows from the Zippel-Schwartz lemma [11, 44, 39] that if 1, . . . , r are chosen uniformly at random in a finite subset S of K, the probability of success is at least 1 − d/|S|.
Main results. The first result covers matrices having Toeplitz-like structure, with P = Zn,0 and Q = Z t n,0 . We obtain a complexity in O˜(α ω−1 n) ⊂ O˜(α 1.38 n), to be compared with an optimal cost of O(αn). For α constant, our result is quasi-linear in n; when α n, we recover the O(n ω ) behaviour of dense methods, up to logarithmic factors.
, by a probabilistic algorithm of type P (3n − 2, n 2 + n).
A fundamental application of this result is the solution of approximation problems: given a master polynomial M and polynomials f1, . . . , fs, one seeks a combination of the fi, with polynomial coefficients of prescribed degrees, which vanishes modulo M . This includes in particular Padé and Hermite-Padé approximation (taking M = x n ), with applications to e.g. recovering the minimal polynomial of an algebraic power series f (taking fi = f i−1 ).
be of degrees less than n and let ν1, . . . , νs ∈ N be such that
, not all zero, of respective degrees less than ν1, . . . , νs, such that g1f1
The algorithm is probabilistic of type P (3n − 2, n 2 + n).
As observed before, the cost is in O˜(s ω−1 n) ⊂ O˜(s 1.38 n), to be compared with an optimal cost of O(sn).
Our second result addresses the Vandermonde-like case, where P = D(x) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal x = [x1, . . . , xn] and Q has the form Z t n,ψ . In this article, we work under the following assumption:
The complexity in the Vandermonde case is then similar to that of the Toeplitz case:
Theorem 2. Suppose that K has cardinality at least n. If x ∈ K n and ψ satisfy assumption A, one can solve problem
by a probabilistic algorithm of type P (3n − 2, n 2 + n).
We conclude with an application of the latter theorem to polynomial interpolation. The approach applies to any number of variables, but we discuss only the bivariate case for simplicity. Consider n interpolation points in K 2 ; without loss of generality, we assume that they are written as
with ν1 ≥ · · · ≥ νs > 0 and n = ν1 + · · · + νs. The following figure illustrates the case s = 3, n = 7, ν1 = 3, ν2 = ν3 = 2.
In general, it is difficult to state a priori that a multivariate interpolation problem is well-defined. Here, however, given [vi,j ] 1≤i≤s,1≤j≤ν i in K n , Theorem 1 in [29] (see also [14] ) implies that there exists a unique F ∈ K[x, y] of the form 
Suppose for instance that ν1 = s, ν2 = s − 1, . . . , νs = 1, so that we are interpolating on the simplex of monomials of degree less than s; here, n = s(s+1)/2. Then, our algorithm has subquadratic complexity O˜(n (ω+1)/2 ) ⊂ O˜(n 1.69 ). Few practical algorithms are currently known for matrix multiplication with complexity better than cubic (see [42, 28] and [26] for an exponent 2.77). However, even when using algorithms of cubic complexity, the re-introduction of dense matrix arithmetic in our algorithms means that we can rely on extremely optimized implementations of matrix multiplication, such as the ones relying on BLAS libraries for finite field arithmetic [12] . Hence, besides theoretical estimates, our approach may lead to practical improvements.
Previous work. The notions of displacement rank and displacement operators originate from the work of Kailath, Kung and Morf [21] . Since then, the literature has vastly developed; see [36] for a list of references.
The basis of Theorem 1 is the algorithm of Bitmead and Anderson [6] and Morf [30, 31] , which requires several invertibility conditions to hold. Kaltofen [22, 23] extended this idea to arbitrary matrices (see also [5, p. 204] for some related ideas), obtaining a complexity of O(α 2 M(n) log(n)); for small α, this is better than our result in Theorem 1. We follow his approach, our main technical contribution being the fast multiplication of a Toeplitz-like matrix (given by its generators) by several vectors.
An important example of Toeplitz-like system solving is the approximation problem of Corollary 1. In the particular case of Hermite-Padé approximation, with M = x n , a central reference is Beckermann-Labahn's algorithm [2] , that has complexity O(s ω M(n) log(n)) for computing a σ-basis of order n of the input system (and thus a solution to the approximation problem); see [18] . In generic cases, an unpublished result of Lecerf reduces the cost to O(s ω−1 M(n) log n) and Storjohann [41] subsequently obtained a deterministic algorithm of similar complexity, applying in all cases. However, to our knowledge, these results do not extend to an arbitrary choice of M . Following notably [1, 43] , Beckermann and Labahn study that general case in [3] under the angle of fraction-free algorithms, with however a complexity more than linear in n.
Another example of Toeplitz-like system that occurs frequently is when the matrix is block-Toeplitz, a block-size equal to α giving a displacement rank in O(α). Although Theorem 1 applies to any such system, a deterministic cost of O(α ω−1 M(n) log(n)) can be obtained in the particular case where the matrix is invertible. As described for example in [13] , this cost follows from combining an inversion formula of [27] with σ-basis computations as in [18] .
To prove Theorem 2, we transform a Vandermonde-like system into a Toeplitz-like one, following Pan's idea [34] . We use a transformation from [19] , generalizing it by taking into account the possibility of repetitions in the diagonal component of the operator. Again, the main technical tool is to multiply (submatrices of) a Vandermonde-like matrix, given by its generator, by several vectors.
Multivariate polynomial interpolation has been studied extensively (see [15] for a survey and [4, 8, 45] for algorithms relevant from sparse techniques). However, to our knowledge, previous references either do not cover the problems we deal with, or have higher complexity (typically, quadratic). Regarding the converse evaluation problem, let us mention the subquadratic complexity result of [33] , which however deals with more general situations than ours.
Organization of the paper. After introducing basic notation and results in Section 2, we present in Section 3 the bases of our technical improvement, which can be stated in terms of polynomial operations only. These results are then applied, first to the Toeplitz case in Section 4, then to the Vandermonde case in Section 5.
All complexities are expressed in terms of base field operations. In several cases, we will add big-Oh estimates, with sometimes a non-constant number of summands. While such big-Oh additions are in general delicate to handle, one easily sees that all our simplifications are indeed valid.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

General notation.
In what follows, we consider matrices and vectors over a field K. Matrices (resp. vectors) are written in upper-case (resp. lower-case) sans-serif font. If A is a matrix, ai is its ith column. If x is a vector, its ith entry is written xi. Special matrices (diagonal, Vandermonde, . . . ) will be written with Blackboard Bold letters D, V, . . . .
If F is a function on K and x is in
t . We will write
of degree less than n, we will write Revn(r) = rn−1
nonzero, r div s and r mod s are the quotient and the remainder in the division of r by s. Finally, Pol(x) is the polynomial
Structured matrices. We associate several matrices to a vector x in K n : D(x) is the diagonal matrix with diagonal x; L(x) is the lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix with first col-
t is the upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix with first row
Multiplication by lower-or upper-triangular Toeplitz matrices can be seen in terms of polynomial operations. For y and z in K n , letting u = L(y)z and v = U(y)z, we have
The next lemma describes a more complex operation, needed in Section 5.1 for handling Vandermonde-like matrices. (We refer to [7] for a proof.) Lemma 1. Let ϕ be in K, let z be in K n , let x, y and f be in K ν , and let g ∈ K n be defined by
Assuming that the entries of x are pairwise distinct, define G as the unique polynomial of degree less than ν such that G(x) = y. Then we have the equality
Given P, Q-generators for a matrix A, a useful tool is the determination of generators for A of minimal length. Remark 4.6.7 in [36] gives the following result.
POLYNOMIAL OPERATIONS
We discuss here two problems involving polynomials, that boil down to suitably using polynomial matrix multiplication to speed up the simultaneous computation of several trilinear expressions.
First problem
In the following, some integers n and α ≤ n are fixed. Let (Yi) i≤α , (Zi) i≤α and (Fj ) j≤α be in K[x], all of degree less than n. The next proposition will be used in Section 4.
Proposition 2. One can compute the polynomials
Proof. Up to replacing n withn = 2 log(n) and Fj with xn −n Fj , we can (and will) suppose that n is a power of 2. We first show how to rewrite truncated products using non-truncated ones, using ideas reminiscent of short products [32] . Let k ≥ 1 be a power of 2 and let be in N. For
as follows:
In all cases, P ( ,k) is a polynomial of degree less than k/2. Using this subdivision enables us to rewrite a truncated product P Q mod x n as a sum of non-truncated ones.
and m a power of 2,
where the sum is taken on all k ≤ m that are powers of 2.
Proof 
and P
for any k ≥ 1 and ≥ 0 such that k + k/2 ≤ m/2. Analogous equalities hold for Q, Q0 and Q1. Now, by definition,
Observe first that P0Q0 equals P (0,m) Q (0,m) , which corresponds to the term k = m in the right-hand side of the formula we wish to establish. Next, the induction assumption shows that P0Q1 mod x m/2 is given by
Putting these equalities in Equation (5) ends the proof. We can now prove the proposition. Lemma 2 shows that for all i and j, Yi(ZiFj mod x n ) equals
Proof. Let k = n/k, and let Z and F be the α × k and k × α polynomial matrices
Then we have the equalitŷ
All entries of Z and F have degree less than k/2. Hence, for i ≤ α, we write Yi
with polynomial entries of degree less than k, such that
We bound the cost of computing the product Y Z F by considering two cases: Finally, by (6), G 1,k , . .
. , G α,k are deduced from Y Z F in time O(k α k) ⊂ O(α n).
To conclude the proof of Proposition 2, we apply Lemma 3 to k = 1, 2, 4, . . . , n, for a total cost of O(α ω−1 M(n) log(n)). The cost of deducing G1, . . . , Gα is O(α n log(n)).
Second problem
As above, integers n ∈ N and α ≤ n are fixed. Let also s ≤ α and ν1, . . . , νs ∈ N>0 be such that n = ν1 + · · · + νs, and (Zi) i≤α , (Hi,j) i≤α,j≤s , and (Wj) j≤s be in K[x], with deg(Zi) < n, deg(Hi,j) < νj and deg(Wj) < n + νj . The next proposition will be used in Section 5.
Proposition 3. One can compute the polynomials
Proof. We start with a lemma.
Lemma 4. For i ≤ α and j ≤ s, let Gi,j = Hi,jWj mod x ν j −1 . Then one can compute the polynomials
Proof. For given i and j, Gi,j can be computed in M(νj ) operations, so the total cost for all Gi,j is at most α M(n).
The polynomials Gi,j and Hi,j both have degree less than νj ; thus, computing Q1, . . . , Qs and computing R1, . . . , Rs are similar problems and we focus only on the first of them. Let β ≤ n be a power of 2 and define S = {j ≤ s | β/2 ≤ νj < β}. We will prove below that one can compute the polynomials {Qj | j ∈ S} with O(α ω−1 M(n)) operations in K. This will yield the conclusion of the lemma, since it suffices to take β = 1, 2, 4, . . . , 2 1+ log(n) to obtain all Qj. Let L = n/β , and let us write Zi = P <L Z i, x β , with Z i, of degree less than β. It follows that for all j, Qj equals
For j ∈ S, the polynomials Q j, have degree less than 2β. Thus, once these polynomials are known, the polynomials Qj, for j ∈ S, can be recovered in time O(rn) ∈ O(αn), with r = |S|.
Writing S = {j1, . . . , jr}, the polynomials Q j, are obtained through the following matrix-matrix product: 2
These matrices have sizes (L × r), (L × α) and (α × r), with entries of degree less than β. To conclude, we distinguish two cases, using the fact that r ≤ s ≤ α ≤ n. If r ≤ L then r = min{L, α, r} and the above product can be computed in time 
THE TOEPLITZ CASE
The operator associated with the Toeplitz structure is
This operator is invertible:
In addition one has the so-called ΣLU representation [22] 
Using Equation (3), it allows to compute a matrix-vector product Au in O(α M(n)) operations in K. Our problem in this section is the converse one: given v in K n , find u such that Au = v (or conclude that no such vector exists).
For large α, we improve known algorithms, reducing the
The key is an extension of the direct problem: given Y, Z and u1, . . . , uα in K n , compute the α products vj = Auj ∈ K n .
Preliminaries
In addition to the operator in (7) we will use the operator
Regardless of dimensions, the operators Δ[Z We conclude this subsection with some useful results on generators for submatrices, sums, products, . . . Our contribution is Proposition 6 below, which is a faster version of [35, Prop. A.3] for generating matrix products; as in [22, 23] we extend the result to rectangular matrices. Proofs not given here can be found in e.g. [6, 31, 35, 22] .
First, a key feature of φ− is that when A is invertible, the ranks of φ+(A) and φ−(A −1 ) coincide. Second, when A is square then the ranks of φ+(A) and φ−(A) differ by at most 2. The next lemma gives the complexity of converting from φ−-to φ+-generators; the same holds for converting back.
Lemma 5. Given a φ−-generator of length α for the matrix
Assuming that n = m, partition A into blocks as
with Ai,j ∈ K n i ×n j , and n1 + n2 = n. Then the rank of φ+(A1,1) is at most the rank of φ+(A); if A1,1 is invertible and has its upper-left entry non-zero then the same bound holds for A2,2 − A2,1A Then φ+(B ) = YZ t with Z t = [0 Z t ] ∈ K β×m and, V being read off V = B t U, we focus on computing the product V .
Since B is square, B = P β i=1 L(yi)U(z i ) with yi (resp. z i ) the ith column of Y (resp. Z ). Thus, its transpose is
with J the reversal matrix of order m. Now let uj (resp. v j ) be the reverse of the jth column of U (resp. V ). The formula for B t thus gives
In polynomial terms this reads 
Solving Toeplitz-like linear systems
We now prove Theorem 1. Let (T, U, w) ∈ K n×α × K n×α × K n be the input of problem LinearSystem(Zn,0, Z t n,0 , α). As in [22, 23] we reduce by randomization to the same problem but with "more regular" input (Y, Z, v). Let B be given by φ+(B) = TU t , let A = U(y) B L(z) and v = U(y) w where y, z are random vectors in K n with first entry 1. Then, Bt = w if and only if Au = v and t = L(z) u. We focus on the latter problem, since t can be recovered from u in time O(M(n)).
. By Theorem 2 in [25] , there exists a non-zero polynomial Γ of 2n − 2 variables and degree n 2 + n, such that if Γ(y2, . . . , yn, z2, . . . , zn) = 0, A has generic rank profile. Suppose that this is the case; with r the rank of A, define now Ar ∈ K r×r as the largest non-singular leading principal submatrix of A. Given a φ−-generator of length α for A −1 r , and using a third random vector of size n, Theorem 4 in [25] (see also [22, Prop. 
Proof. We use Kaltofen's Leading Principal Inverse algorithm [22, 23] ; with Proposition 1, it becomes deterministic, as noted in [37, §7] . The proof of Theorem 3 in [22] shows that its cost is
Here the term in O(α ω−1 n+αM(n)) bounds the cost of some conversions between φ+-and φ−-generators (Lemma 5) and the cost of some length minimizations (Proposition 1); the terms T1(α, n) and T2(α, n) are the costs of two tasks we shall describe now, after recalling some notations from [22] .
With n1 = n/2 , partition A as in (8) and Ar as
i .
Assume that A1,1 is non-singular (else, the cost is smaller) and let Δ = A2,2−A2,1A with
Then we get as before
Application: Padé-type approximation
We conclude by proving Corollary 1. Write M = P n i=0 mix i , with mn = 1 and let M ∈ K n×n be the matrix of multiplication by 
Deducing all the fj from x and ψ and the wj in O(n log(n)) operations in K, we are left with computing all the products B t j fj. For i ≤ α and j ≤ s, define first the vectors gi,j in
t fj and their corresponding polynomials Fj = Pol(f j ) and F j = Revn+ν j −1(Fj ). Define also Gi,j as the unique polynomial of degree less than νj such that Gi,j (xj ) = yi,j . Finally, let G i,j = Revν j (Gi,j ), Zi = Pol(zi) and Z i = Pol(Flip(zi)). The vector xj being repetition-free, Lemma 1 then gives
Applying the transpose of a rectangular Vandermonde matrix of size νj × (n + νj − 1) to a vector can be done in 
The case of low multiplicities
We reduce here the Vandermonde case to the Toeplitz one; we adapt the reduction of [19] , allowing for repetitions in x.
in the introduction, on the complexity of interpolation at the points {pi,j }. We first order the input set of points. 
